
  
Rabbinic   Skills   Priority   Guide   

A   rabbi’s   role   is   a   composite   of   many   tasks   and   responsibilities.   No   rabbi   could   ever   excel   in   all   these   skills   equally.   This   
questionnaire   asks   you   to   indicate   how   important   to   you,   personally,   each   role   is   in   a   rabbi’s   skill   set.     
●   Please   force   rank   the   importance   of   these   skills   to   you   for   your   NEW    rabbi     on   a   scale   of   [1=most   important   -to-   14=least   
important].    You   may   only   use   each   rank   once.    Do   not   give   the   same   ranking   to   different   skills    (e.g.,   do   not   use   #1   twice)   

  

  
RABBINIC   SKILLS   

Importance   
Rank   
1   thru   14   

1.  Rabbi  as  pastor  This  rabbi  sees  personal  counseling,  and  providing  emotional,  social,  and                
spiritual   support   to   be   core   duties.     
    

  

2.  Rabbi  as  educator   This  rabbi  sees  teaching  as  the  main  task.   Divrei  Torah  are  lessons;                  
classes   are   presented   often,   in   many   places,   and   for   all   ages.   

    

  

3.   Rabbi   as   scholar    This   rabbi’s   focus   is   on   personal   study   and   serves   as   a   role   model.     
  

  

4.  Rabbi  as  social  activist  This  rabbi  leads  us  toward  social  action  and   tikkun  olam  work  and                   
seeks   out   partnerships   with   other   worship   communities.   
  

  

5.  Rabbi  as  a  congregational  visionary   This  rabbi  helps  keep  the  focus  on  big  picture  future                  
items,   always   leading   toward   new   purposes   and   goals.   They   are   not   averse   to   change.     
    

  

6.  Rabbi  as  decider  of  Jewish  Law  (mara  d’atra)  This  rabbi  sees  being  a  decider  of  Jewish                   
law  as  a  primary  activity  and  uses  the  decisions  as  teachable  moments  for  members  of  our                  
community.     
    

  

7.  Rabbi  as  staff  leader  This  rabbi  supervises  staff  and  resolves  disputes  and  keeps  lay                 
leadership   and   staff   working   as   a   team.     
  

  

8.  Rabbi  as  spiritual  leader  of  worship   Tefilla   is  the  core  of  this  rabbi’s  work  --  leading  it,                    
teaching   it,   focusing   on   it.   Congregants   sense   an   emphasis   on   spirituality.   

    

  

9.  Rabbi  as  community  representative  This  rabbi  is  active  in  both  Jewish  and  secular                
communities   and   promotes   the   role   of   the   congregation   in   the   larger   community.     
    

  

10.  Rabbi  as  fundraiser  This  rabbi  knows  that  without  funds,  there  is  no  Torah,  and  is  willing                  
to   take   on   financial   resource   development.     
    

  

11.  Rabbi  as  governance  leader  This  rabbi  works  collaboratively  with  lay  leaders,  assists  in                
leadership   development   and   to   maintain   organizational   standard   and   good   practices.   

    

  

12.  Rabbi  as  religious  motivator   This  rabbi  encourages,  promotes,  and  reinforces  the  value               
and  the  rewards  of  religious  observance  showing  how  to  derive  meaning  through  Jewish               
practice  e.g.,  Shabbat,  holidays,  and  celebrations   through   divrei  torah  and  personal             
relationships   with   congregants.   
    

  

13.  Rabbi  as  engagement  leader   This  rabbi  actively  reaches  out  and  personally  engages  with                
our  synagogue  members  inside  and  outside  the  walls  of  our  synagogue  as  well  as  hosts  social                  
gatherings   at   home.   
  

  

14.  Rabbi  as  inclusive  leader   This  rabbi  has  a  vision  of  welcoming  all  individuals  and  families                  
including   interfaith,   LBGTQ,   Jews   of   color   and   differently-abled   people   at   all   stages   of   life.   
  

  


